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ABSTRACT: On-surface metalation of metal-free phthalo-
cyanine derivatives is a simple and solvent-free way to fabricate
MPc compounds. Using phthalocyanine (H2Pc) molecules on
Ag(111) as an example, we investigated the atomic-scale
mechanisms of on-surface metalation processes using first-
principles calculations based on density functional theory.
When the molecules are deposited on a substrate first, we find
that transition-metal atoms, except for Zn, drop directly from
the vacuum into the molecule’s cavity without an energy
barrier and bond with the inner four nitrogen atoms, with the
two pyrrolic H atoms still in place. Subsequently, the two H
atoms transfer to the substrate by overcoming small energy
barriers and diffuse away. The substrate participates in the
reaction by hybridization. In the alternative process, when metal atoms are adsorbed first on the surface and the H2Pc molecules
are then added, the metal atoms diffuse into the cavity of the molecule via the molecule−surface interface by overcoming finite
energy barriers. The above results provide insights into the on-surface metalation that can guide the control of the reaction
pathway and products at the atomic level.

■ INTRODUCTION

Metal phthalocyanine (MPc) and metal porphyrin (MP) have
been synthesized and used as building blocks and functional
units for various nanoscale applications,1 such as chemo-
sensors,2 active nanocatalysts,3 organic light-emitting diodes,4

organic solar cells,5 and biomedical applications.6,7 Metalation
of phthalocyanine (H2Pc) or porphyrin (H2P), namely, the
incorporation of a metal atom at the center of the H2Pc or H2P
molecule, is one way to produce MPcs or MPs with novel
physical and chemical properties.8−12 Compared to the
conventional synthesis methods that combine certain pre-
cursors under specific conditions,13 the in situ on-surface
metalation has advantages such as mild conditions14,15 and high
yield.16 Moreover, in situ on-surface metalation of H2Pc, H2P,
and their derivatives is a superior technique toward the
realization of low-dimensional functionalized materials of
organometallic compounds.17−22

A dozen metal species have so far been reported to be
suitable for the metalation reaction of H2Pc, H2P, and their
derivatives.11,23−26 Although there have been many exper-
imental investigations of metalation in solvents and on
substrates, only a few such works focus on the mechanism of
the metalation process of H2P.

27,28 Buchner et al. found that
the metalation reaction occurs rapidly at room temperature by
depositing Fe atoms onto preadsorbed tetraphenylporphyrin
(H2TPP) monolayer on Ag(111), whereas additional annealing

is needed when post-depositing H2TPP molecules onto
predeposited Fe atoms on the surface.29 These findings indicate
that there are different reaction paths for the metalation
reactions. Kretschmann et al. used X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy to investigate porphyrin metalation by Zn and
detected an intermediate state, in which the metal atom bonds
to the molecule’s N atoms, whereas the pyrrolic H atoms
remain in place, the so-called “sitting atop complexes” (SAT).30

Theoretical investigations of the metalation processes of
H2Pc and H2P have so far been limited to the gas phase. In
particular, Shubina et al. calculated the dehydrogenation energy
barrier of freestanding SAT complexes, i.e., the barrier for a
porphyrin molecule with a single metal atom on top to
transform to a metal porphyrin molecule and a free H2
molecule.27 When metalation occurs on a substrate, however,
substrate-induced phenomena have been observed. For
example, it has been found that the metalation temperature is
higher when metal atoms are deposited on the substrate before
the deposition of porphyrins.29 Considering the potential
applications of MPc-based two-dimensional materials, under-
standing the mechanism of the on-surface metalation process,
including the effect of the substrate, would be useful for both
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the synthesis of metal−organic molecules and the functional-
ization of two-dimensional organic frameworks using metals.
In this study, we use quantum mechanical calculations based

on density functional theory (DFT) to investigate the on-
surface metalation process of phthalocyanine-based molecules,
using H2Pc molecules adsorbed on a Ag(111) surface as a
prototype system. In the process, when metal atoms are added
onto preadsorbed H2Pc molecules on a Ag(111) surface, we
find that transition-metal atoms drop directly into the cavities
of molecules without an energy barrier, whereas a closed-shell
Zn atom exhibits a finite energy barrier of 0.86 eV. All
investigated metal atoms first form an intermediate SAT
complex, in which the two pyrrolic hydrogen atoms still bond
to the molecule, whereas one of the two H atoms also bonds to
a substrate atom. Subsequently, the two pyrrolic H atoms break
off the metal-Pc (MPc) complex and bond to the substrate,
overcoming a small barrier, 0.4 eV in the case of Fe, and then
diffuse away underneath the MPc molecule. By analyzing the
electron density redistribution during the metalation process,
we find that the two pyrrolic H atoms bond to both the
substrate and the Fe atom in the SAT intermediate state. For
the alternative process, when the metal atoms are deposited on
the surface first, the metal atoms must diffuse through the
H2Pc/substrate interface into the central cavity of the H2Pc
molecules, overcoming a finite energy barrier. This result is
consistent with the observations that an annealing step is
needed to complete the metalation process.29

■ COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

First-principles calculations based on density functional theory
(DFT) were performed in a plane-wave formulation with the
projector augmented wave method, as implemented in the
Vienna ab initio simulation package.31,32 The Perdew−Burke−
Ernzernhof33 parameterization of the generalized gradient
approximation34 was used. Grimme’s empirical correction
scheme was also used to take the van der Waals interaction
into account.35 The cutoff energy of the plane waves was 400
eV. The Brillouin zone was sampled with Γ-point in all
calculations. Four-layer atomic slabs were used to simulate the
Ag(111) substrate, with molecules and Fe atoms adsorbed on
one side. The vacuum layer is 25 Å between neighboring slabs.
In structural relaxations, two bottom layers of Ag atoms were
fixed, whereas the upper two layers of Ag atoms and the
molecules were totally relaxed until the force on every atom
was smaller than 0.02 eV/Å. The reaction path of the
metalation was modeled by the climbing image nudged elastic
band method.36,37

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

H2Pc is a macrocyclic aromatic molecule with a central cavity,
in which the two hydrogen atoms (shown as green balls in the
inset of Figure 1a, marked as Figure 1b) can be replaced by
various metal atoms. We will use Fe atoms as a prototype
example for a detailed investigation of the on-surface metalation
because Fe is widely used with phthalocyanine derivatives both
in the life sciences and for surface functionalization. We first
investigate the case when the H2Pc molecules are deposited

Figure 1. Dropping-down reaction pathway for the metalation of a H2Pc molecule on a Ag(111) surface using an Fe atom. (a) Energy profile of the
dropping-down process. Each step corresponds to the structures shown in the upper panels in (c). (b) Top view of a H2Pc molecule. (c−f) Upper
panels: cross sections of the atomic configurations of the initial state (ISdrop), S-I, S-II, and the final state (FSdrop) shown in (a), respectively. Lower
panels: cross sections of the electronic densities of the ISdrop, S-I, S-II, and the FSdrop with a zoomed-in scale marked by the blue dashed box in the
upper panels. The cross sections are crossing the Fe atom and the two inner H atoms. The contour lines in the lower panels in (c)−(f) indicate the
electron density ranges from 0.54 to 3.0 e/Å3, with intervals of 0.4 e/Å3.
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first on a Ag(111) substrate and the metal atoms are then
added.
From Figure 1c−f, one can see the configuration and

electronic density evolution during the dropping-down path of
Fe from vacuum into the molecule. The initial state (ISdrop) is a
combination of a single H2Pc molecule adsorbed flatly on the
Ag(111) surface with a single Fe atom suspended over the
central cavity of the H2Pc molecule. The height (hFe) of the Fe
atom from the H2Pc molecule is chosen to be about 5.7 Å,
where there is no electronic interaction between the metal atom
and the molecule. The cross section of the electronic density of
the ISdrop is shown in the lower panel in Figure 1c. As expected,
there is little electronic density (less than 10−7 e/Å3) between
the Fe atom and the H2Pc molecule. As the Fe atom is placed
closer to the H2Pc molecule, the energy is monotonically lower,
i.e., the Fe atom moves toward the cavity of the molecule via a
barrierless path (Figure 1a). The energy of the final state
(FSdrop) is 5.52 eV lower than that of the ISdrop, implying an
exothermic process.
In the FSdrop (Figure 1f), the two pyrrolic H atoms (shown as

green balls in the models) in the cavity of the molecule are
pushed into the molecule−substrate interface, still bond to the
Fe atom, and partially bond to the substrate Ag atom (as
evinced by the electron density in Figure 1f). The H−Fe bond

lengths are 1.54 and 1.59 Å. The H−Ag bond length for the left
H atom in Figure 1f is 1.90 Å, and the distances from the right
H atom to its nearest Ag atoms are 2.09 and 2.07 Å. Therefore,
an SAT configuration is formed. The structural stability of the
SAT configuration in Figure 1f is checked by calculating the
phonon spectra.38 There are no negative-frequency phonon
modes, which is an indication of the structural stability.
To elucidate the influence of the substrate during the

metalation process, the electron density difference profiles of
the ISdrop, S-II, and FSdrop are shown in Figure 2a−c,
respectively. The electron density differences are calculated as
Δρ = ρtot − ρsub − ρmol, where ρtot is the electron density of the
total system, ρsub is the electron density of the Ag substrate, and
ρmol is the electron density of the Fe−H2Pc complex.39 Δρ
represents the change of the electron densities between the
Fe−H2Pc complex and the substrate induced by the complex−
substrate interactions.
The side views of electron density differences in Figure 2a−c

show that electron redistribution occurs at the molecular plane
for ISdrop, S-II, and FSdrop. For FSdrop, there is extra
redistribution of the electrons on different d orbitals of Fe
when Fe bonds with the four pyrrolic nitrogen atoms. When
the Fe atom drops down to the central cavity, the electron
distribution of the Ag atoms under the two pyrrolic H atoms

Figure 2. Electronic properties of the ISdrop, S-II, and FSdrop in the metalation process shown in Figure 1. (a−c) Side views of the electron density
difference for ISdrop, S-II, and FSdrop, respectively. The yellow areas represent electron accumulation, and the blue areas represent electron depletion.
The isosurface is ∼0.01 e/Å3. (d−f) Projected density of states (PDOSs) on Fe, pyrrolic N, pyrrolic H, and Ag atoms close to pyrrolic H atoms for
the ISdrop, S-II, and FSdrop, respectively. (g−i) Zoomed-in cross sections of the electronic densities within the energy ranges marked as 1, 2, and 3 in
(e) and (f) (note that both (h) and (i) correspond to the configuration shown in (c) and that (g) corresponds to the configuration shown in (b)).
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changes significantly (Figure 2b,c), suggesting a non-negligible
attraction of the Ag atoms to the Fe atom.
Comparing the PDOSs of the three states, we found that the

bonding states of two pyrrolic H atoms keep unchanged in the
ISdrop and S-II (see the shadow regions marked with light blue
in Figure 2d,e). When the Fe atom is close to the H2Pc
molecule in the S-II, the coupling between Fe and the H2Pc
skeleton comes from the interaction of the out-of-plane dz2
orbital of Fe with the pz orbitals of N atoms and the interaction
of in-plane dx2−y2 orbital of Fe with in-plane px orbital of N
atoms (see the shadow regions marked with light green in
Figure 2e). The subtle electron accumulation above the
substrate in the S-II comes from both the Fe−H2Pc compound
and the substrate due to the effect of the interface, resulting in

the enhanced dxz/dyz orbitals of the Ag atom. For the FSdrop, the
bonding state of two pyrrolic H changes significantly due to the
occupation of Fe at the center of the Pc skeleton and the
downshift of the two pyrrolic H atoms. The two H atoms bond
to both the Ag substrate and the Fe atom, as shown in the
shadow region marked with light blue in Figure 2f. The
zoomed-in cross sections of the electronic densities within the
energy ranges marked as 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 2e,f are shown in
Figure 2g−i. The Ag substrate attracts and stabilizes the two
pyrrolic H atoms when Fe approaches the Pc skeleton, resulting
in a barrierless process. From Figure S2, we found that the
PDOS of pyrrolic N atoms in the FSdrop is the same as that of
iron phthalocyanine (FePc)/Ag, indicating that the Fe
successfully coordinates at the center of H2Pc. The PDOS of

Figure 3. Energy profile of dropping-down path for different transition metals. The numbers represent the energy values related to the initial state.

Figure 4. Structures and energy profile of the metalation process via a diffusing-in path. (a−c) Top views and side views of ISdiff, transition state
(TSdiff), and FSdiff, respectively. (d) Energy profiles for investigated transition metals via the diffusing-in path.
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Fe in the FSdrop is still different from that in FePc/Ag due to the
two pyrrolic H atoms underneath.
Several transition metals have been investigated in the

dropping-down reaction pathway. The energy profiles are
shown in Figure 3. All of the transition-metal atoms we
investigated, namely, Cu, Mn, Ni, Co, and Fe, follow the
barrierless coordination process discussed above. The element
Zn, on the other hand, exhibits a 0.86 eV energy barrier, most
likely because its 3d and 4s orbitals are fully occupied, which
makes it less prone to interact and hybridize. Each of the FSdrop
for the investigated transition-metal atoms has a similar
configuration to the one shown in Figure 2c. The energy
differences between FSdrop and ISdrop are 0.23, 2.34, 3.51, 3.91,
and 4.41 eV for Zn, Cu, Mn, Ni, and Co, respectively,
indicating exothermic processes.
To produce a pure FePc molecule on surface, in the SAT

state, detachment of H atoms from Fe is necessary. In the
following, we report the energy barriers of the detachment of H
atoms from the transition-metal atoms. Calculation results
(Figure S1) show that the dehydrogenation processes of all
metal species are stepwise, detaching one hydrogen atom first
and then the other. The two-step process is caused by the
substrate and is different from what happens in the gas phase,
where the H atoms first combine together and then release as a
H2 molecule.27 For the transition metals we investigated, the
barriers of dehydrogenating the first/second H atom for Fe,
Mn, Zn, Ni, and Co are 0.1/0.4, 0.0/0.0, 0.26/0.32, 0.23/0.35,
and 0.0/0.14 eV, respectively. The barriers are comparable and
generally somewhat lower than the published gas-phase
calculation results, which are 0.0, 1.51, 1.27, and 0.68 eV for
Fe, Zn, Ni, and Co, respectively.27 Moreover, the barriers are
small enough to be overcome at room temperature.
Subsequently, taking FePc-H2/Ag(111) as an example, when

the released H atoms diffuse away from the FePc/Ag interface
overcoming a finite barrier, 0.12 eV, the energy of the system
decreases by 1.33 eV, indicating a process that can easily
happen at room temperature.
The alternative approach to metalation, namely, depositing

the metal atoms on the surface first and then adding the
molecules, has also been investigated. Taking the H2Pc
molecule as an adsorbate on a substrate, a metal atom first
adsorbs on the substrate, migrates close to a H2Pc molecule
(ISdiff, shown in Figure 4a), and then diffuses into the
molecule’s central cavity (transition state, TSdiff, shown in
Figure 4b). Subsequently, the metal atom bonds to the pyrrolic
N atoms in the cavity by pushing the two central H atoms
upward (FSdiff, shown in Figure 4c). From the energy profiles in
Figure 4d, one can see that the investigated transition metals
must overcome energy barriers of 1.22, 1.05, 0.91, 0.54, 0.53,
and 0.41 eV for Fe, Zn, Cu, Co, Mn, and Ni, respectively. These
results indicate higher reaction barriers in comparison with the
dropping-down path. Taking the Ni-H2Pc/Ag(111) as an
example, our calculations show that the dehydrogenation
barrier during the diffusing-in path is 0.84 eV, which is
comparable to the result in the gas-phase calculations (1.27
eV)27 in 2007. In both cases, the two H atoms form a H2

molecule, which desorbs. The higher barriers mentioned above
are consistent with the experimental finding that an annealing
step is needed to complete the metalation process in this
approach.30

■ CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we investigated the atomic-scale mechanisms for
two different on-surface metalation processes of phthalocya-
nine-based molecules. In the case when H2Pc molecules are
adsorbed on a Ag(111) surface first, a barrierless metalation
process is found for transition-metal atoms, but not for the
closed-shell Zn atom. The dropping-down path, corresponding
to the metal atoms dropping down to the molecular cavities
from the vacuum above, is demonstrated to be the energetically
favored mechanism for the on-surface metalation. The role of
the substrate is both to supply a platform for molecules to be
adsorbed as well as to influence the reaction electronically.
Metalation through the alternative process, when the metal
atoms are deposited on the surface first, entails relatively large
energy barriers, which requires an annealing step, as observed.
This work provides insights into the on-surface metalation
reaction design and construction of low-dimensional function-
alized materials with organometallic compounds by surface-
mediated reactions.
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